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THE GREGORIAN INSTITUTE OF CANADA: 
TRADITIONS IN WESTERN PLAINCHANT

William Renwick

Since its inception in 2005, the Gregorian Institute of Canada, affi  liated with 
the School of the Arts, McMaster University, has sought to develop a commun-
ity of scholars and performers from across Canada to share with and engage 
each other in the research and practice of plainchant in all its richness and 
variety.

In 13–19 August 2009, “Traditions in Western Plainchant” brought together 
for the fi rst time in Canada an impressive series of lectures and an equally 
spectacular program of workshops. In addition to our plenary speaker, Joseph 
Dyer, twenty other scholars from Canada, the United States, Great Britain, 
and France presented the results of their current research and/or performing 
practices.

Th e featured artist, Juan Carlos Asensio Palacios (Salamanca, Spain), pre-
sented in English and French practical introductions to the music of the proper 
of the mass, and to the chant in the early Spanish church.

Hamilton Schola Cantorum performed the opening concert, which ranged 
from simple psalmody through elaborate responsories, and also included a 
variety of polyphonic variations, including fauxbourdon, organum, and alter-
natim. Montreal’s Schola Saint Grégoire, on this occasion directed by Juan 
Carlos Asensio Palacios, performed a concert of chant from all the principle 
Western traditions: Spanish, Ambrosian, Old Roman, Beneventan, and Sarum. 
By hearing in some instances the same chant in its various dialects, the audi-
ence was able to appreciate the subtle diff erences of style that mark theses sev-
eral traditions. Stillman Matheson complemented the performance by playing 
selected regional repertoire on the organ.

In cooperation with Library and Archives Canada a display was mounted 
of signifi cant chant publications from the French colonial period. Th is exhibit 
will be made available online in the coming months.

Paper sessions covered the topics of chant transmission, neumes and orality, 
and post-Tridentine chant, as well as a variety of practical sessions on perform-
ance practice and the liturgical reforms of the past century. In addition we 
were pleased to have an impressive group of papers from emerging scholars 
in the Becket Project (University of Toronto), who shared the results of their 
detailed analysis of key features of manuscripts that include the Offi  ce of St. 
Th omas of Canterbury.

In the wake of the Solesmes reforms, the seventeenth century has largely 
been dismissed as an age of decline in chant, but both Barbara Swanson and 
Joshua Veltman, emerging young scholars, demonstrated convincingly that 
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there were signifi cant added strands of expression, both in terms of rhythm 
and of pitch, alongside the familiar editorial simplifi cations.

Th e practical sessions on interpretation frequently referred to the by now 
familiar neumes of the Graduale Triplex, but what was particularly interesting 
to me was the variety of interpretive approaches that were represented. Martin 
Quesnel provided a systematic approach to the application of the rhythmic 
indications to performance. Pascale Duhamel demonstrated her “High-Im-
pact” approach, which introduces a heightened degree of rhythmic contrast. 
Juan Carlos Asensio Palacios, while responding to the neumes, insisted on 
text-declamation as the foundation of correct interpretation.

Joseph Dyer’s presentation, “Observations on the Origins of the Antiph-
onale Missarum,” compared the transmission histories of the Gregorian Sac-
ramentary and Antiphonale, postulating a convincing case for an earlier, pre-
Carolingian compilation of the graduale.

Jean-Pierre Noiseux’s presentation illustrated stylistic diff erences in chant 
traditions through practical examples.

Th ese are but a selection from the many fi ne papers presented.
Daily offi  ces of Lauds, Vespers, and Compline, as well as Sunday Mass pro-

vided ample opportunity to experience Western chant traditions in their litur-
gical context.

Our aims in holding this conference were to bring together the oft en sep-
arate realms of scholarship and practice, to bring together anglophones and 
francophones, to assemble a wide demographic range of devotees from the 
undergraduate to the retiree, and to situate Canadian chant activity within 
the international context. To judge from the response to the sessions, the inter-
action at the banquet, and the many new connections and friendships formed, 
all these aims were achieved!

For information about the Gregorian Institute of Canada please visit <www.
gregorian.ca>.
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